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An Uplifting Experience! Twenty-three students from seven different Kamloops Schools attended the fifth
invitational science day camp at the BIG Little Science Centre on Monday January 19, 2009. This wonderful
group of young people did five hands-on experiments, enjoyed a chemistry demonstration and an air-powered
rocket launch. Expert advice and assistance was available from operator Gord Stewart, assistant operator
Susan Hammond, chemistry demonstrator Ken Schroeder, directors Adele Stapleton, Eric Wiebe, Dr. Dave
McKinnon and Gordon Gore. All of the adult helpers agreed that this group was a pleasure to work with all
day. Schools represented at this camp were: Arthur Hatton, Stuart Wood, Heffley Creek, Dufferin, Ralph
Bell, Beattie School of the Arts, and Kamloops Christian School. This group represented their schools very
well. The camp was sponsored by Applied Science Technologists and Technicians of British Columbia
(ASTTBC). In the above photograph, students are trying to balance the buoyant force on a helium-filled
balloon with gravitational force on the balloon, plus the string and a paper clip or two.

More Photos page 6.
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Visit by Deputy Minister of Education James Gorman to Bert Edwards Science and Technology School and BIG
Little Science Centre. Friday February 6 2009 12:15 to 1:15 PM

Open House is on Saturday, February 21 2009 from 11 AM to 4 PM. Our main guest presenter will be Lon
Mandrake, magician, science teacher and ‘mind mystic’! See Page 10.

Next Directors’ Meeting of the BIG Little Science Centre is on March 11 at 7 PM at the centre.

Secondary Science Day Camps are being planned for grade 8 and 9 students. These will be on April 21, 22 and 23.
These three camps are sponsored by the Kamloops Foundation.

Invitational Science Day Camp #6 for elementary students will be on May 15 2009. Four of the 20 spots are already
taken. If you wish to reserve spots for your school, e-mail Gordon Gore at grgore@telus.net . This camp is sponsored by
ASTTBC.
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Approximately 49,000 visitors have
enjoyed visits to the

BIG Little Science Centre!

Gord Stewart Photo

Tom Rankin, shown with Gordon Gore, recently
donated three telescopes to the BIG Little Science
Centre. Tom is a former volunteer with the science
centre, and is in charge of the local branch of

1-800-GOT-JUNK.

The telescopes are very much appreciated by the
BIG Little Science Centre. Thanks for keeping us
in mind, Tom!

This Newsletter is received by approximately 440 readers.
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at

http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/
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Science Fun for Your Family
Why Do We Throw Salt on Icy Driveways in Winter?

You Need

Household Salt
Household Sugar
1 teaspoon
3 saucers
3 large ice cubes (all the same size)
1 stop watch or a clock with second hand

What to Do

Start with 3 ice cubes on 3 saucers.

• The first saucer has one ice cube --- no salt or sugar! (This is your control.)
• The second saucer has one ice cube. Carefully pour one-half of a level teaspoon of salt on it.
• The third saucer also has one ice cube. Carefully pour one-half of a level teaspoon of sugar on it.
• Make a note of the starting time for your experiment.
• Note the time when each ice cube has melted completely.
• Write down how many minutes it takes each ice cube to melt.

Ice cube only Ice cube with
� tsp salt

Ice cube with
� tsp sugar

Experiment started at
this time (minutes)
Ice cube was all melted
at this time (minutes)
Total time the ice cube
took to melt (minutes)

What happened?

In which case did the ice turn completely to liquid fastest? Which ice cube lasted the longest time?

For further investigation: This is a simple ‘starter’ experiment. Investigate some of the variables involved
further, and with precision. Does the amount of salt or sugar make a difference? The air surrounding your ice
cubes was at room temperature. What happens at lower temperatures outdoors in winter? Why is salt preferred
over sugar for de-icing your driveway? Would sugar work? Household salt is just one kind of salt. There are
many others. What are advantages of using household salt (sodium chloride)? What are disadvantages? Why is
magnesium chloride, another salt, used on local highways? (See article in this issue.)

Pure water freezes at 00 C. Pure ice melts at 00 C. When salt (or another impurity) is dissolved in water, the ions
making up the salt, or the molecules of sugar, make it more difficult for the water molecules to crystallize into
ice. The impurities do not affect the rate at which ice melts but they do make it more difficult for water
molecules to form ice. The change from solid to liquid (melting) wins over the change from liquid to solid
(freezing). The freezing temperature of water that has salt in it is therefore lower than the usual 00C.
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Luigi Galvani (1737-1798)
A shy and retiring professor of medicine and obstetrics in Bologna who established the principle

that if you stimulated a living frog muscle with two different metals, the muscle would contract

and showed that muscles and nerves produce electricity.

Kip Anastasiou

Luigi Galvani was born and lived all his life in the city of Bologna, at that time, part of the Papal States. As a child he
loved tinkering and at first aspired to be a mechanic, later a priest, but his father, a medical man, had him trained as a
doctor. In 1762, he was appointed lecturer in anatomy and obstetrics at the University of Bologna. Two years later, he
married the brilliant and learned daughter of an outstanding professor at the university. Like Lavoisier at about the same
time, Galvani was to be assisted in his researches by a very astute wife, particularly in his early experiments. When she
died in 1790, he was devastated.

Galvani was not the first to show that electricity can induce the contraction of muscles in animals. That
honor goes back twelve years before Galvani’s first paper in1772, in which he refers to Albrecht von Haller’s
experiments stimulating frog muscle with electricity. It may even be that his use of two different metals to stimulate
the contraction of muscles was preceded by Swammerdam in 1658, when he used a brass and a silver wire, which
may possibly have been responsible for the contraction of frog muscle. However, no one before Galvani carried out
the careful and exhaustive experiments to demonstrate the effects of electricity and the use of two different metals to
stimulate the contraction of animal muscle. Galvani, however, concluded that the two different metals caused the
contraction by stimulating what he called ‘animal electricity’. He did not accept the idea that the two metals could
have produced the electricity that stimulated the muscle. He even, in his exhaustive experiments, showed that under
certain conditions, touching the bare nerve to a muscle can cause a contraction. (It was later shown that electricity was
produced as the muscle was violently injured during these experiments.) He believed that this was the ultimate proof
that ‘animal electricity’ existed, so why not come to the conclusion that the use of two different metals simply
stimulated the action of the ‘animal electricity’ that exists in nerves. As a result of his exhaustive research he came to
the following conclusions:
1. Animals produce electricity.
2. The nerves are the organs in which this electricity resides, having been produced in the brain (it was commonly

believed at the time that electricity was a fluid).
3. The nerves contain structures that conduct electricity, insulated by the outer cover of the nerves.
4. The receivers of animal electricity are the muscles, which Galvani considered to be like ‘Leyden jars’, which

contract when caused to discharge by the action of the ‘animal electricity’ in the nerves.
The above conclusions are very astute, but his work hit a snag when a professor at the University of Pavia,

Alessandro Volta, carried out careful experiments, eventually to show that when two wires of different metals were
used, the two wires actually produced electricity. Based on this, Volta denied the existence of ‘animal electricity’,
causing Galvani no end of distress. Galvani stuck by his conclusions, but he was so loath to enter into a dispute that
he literally had nothing to say other than one anonymous paper. However, Galvani had a very loyal nephew who was
no shrinking violet, Giovanni Aldini, and he took up the torch, acting as Galvani’s bulldog.

Aldini, though not educated as a medical man or a physicist, travelled to various institutions demonstrating
Galvani’s principles and being a natural showman, was very successful. In fact, as time went on he developed his
demonstrations into an extravaganza of electrical stimulation. He was able to use the freshly killed head of an ox to
stimulate the movement of various muscles including the tongue and wiggling the ears. Imagine the response when
he caused the eyes of the ox-head to roll! During one show in England, he obtained the cadaver of a newly executed
murderer, (from which the head was removed to show authenticity!) and using Professor Volta’s battery caused the
headless corpse to almost jump and later the fore arm of a corpse to lift a weight. He also visited hospitals promoting
electrical cures for everything from blindness to insanity (later developed into the notorious shock therapy for the
mentally ill). He also foresaw the use of electric shock to revive the dead (cf. defibrillation therapy for heart attack
victims). (The reader should be aware that electrical therapy for illness had been commonly practiced in Europe
since the early 1700’s using in the main, Leyden Jars and not very successfully.) However, because Aldini’s displays
were so effective, he received a gold medal from Britain and he was appointed Professor of Physics at Bologna.

While this was happening, the shy and retiring Galvani was appointed President of the University of Bologna
where he served for a number of years. When Napoleon conquered Bologna, however, Galvani, who was always a
man of principle, refused to swear allegiance to the new regime and he was sacked from his job. He lived the next
nine years in poverty in his brother’s house, until he was reinstated to his professorship and salary. Unfortunately, he
died before he could return to the post.
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Magnesium Chloride and Other Deicers
by David McKinnon Ph.D.

Using deicers is a necessary part of winter life in Canada to help remove ice and snow and to prevent accidents.
Ordinary salt (sodium chloride) is widely used. It is relatively cheap and moderately effective, but other
materials have also come into use, one of which is magnesium chloride. Why use this? It is because it is
effective to lower temperatures, or another way of saying it, a smaller amount gives the same effect as a larger
amount of sodium chloride.

However much the benefits of magnesium chloride, it comes with some problems. Concrete can be
thought of as an aggregate/sand mixture held together by a matrix of calcium hydroxysilicate, derived from the
reaction of the Portland cement with water. One problem of magnesium-based formulations is that the
magnesium ions can react with the calcium hydroxysilicate matrix of the concrete, partly converting it into
magnesium hydroxysilicate. This does not adhere to the aggregate so that the concrete begins to crumble. This
weakening is exacerbated by the freeze thaw cycle.

In our area, most city and provincial roads appear to be constructed of asphalt. As asphalt is composed
of a water resistant hydrocarbon matrix round the aggregate, the effect of the magnesium should be much less
of a problem, but concrete bridges, and other highway construction could suffer damage. The magnesium
chloride will also be carried by vehicle tires into concrete floored garages, walkways, concrete blocks etc, with
the possibility of damage there. There are also suggestions that magnesium chloride is harmful to vegetation
along the side of roads and to aquatic life from runoff.

Unfortunately, there is not only the effect of the magnesium ion, but also the damage caused by the
chloride ion, and magnesium chloride contains, for a given weight of salt, about 25% more chloride than does
sodium chloride. Corrosion of steel or aluminum is increased by chloride ion. Normally, rebar in concrete is
fairly stable. In the highly alkaline (pH>12) medium of the concrete, rebar has a protective coating of iron oxide
and iron hydroxide, but once chloride ions penetrate through this coating, corrosion begins.

There is also the possibility of serious effects on vehicles, with increased corrosion of any part of the
vehicle that is contacted by the road spray, body panels, suspension, brakes, electrical wires and joints. Note
that car washes may not wash the important area under the vehicles, only the sides and tops.

To avoid the presence of chloride ions, magnesium acetate has been suggested as a deicer, or even
magnesium propionate. The acetic acid or propionic acid for these would be derived from waste agricultural
materials, but this does not solve the problem of the magnesium ions. More corrosion resistant steels could be
used, as it is found that the greater the amount of chromium in steels, the less the corrosion, but use of
chromium in turn leads to much greater expense.

If my investigations are correct, it appears that just about all salt-like materials can cause some road or
vehicle damage. Urea, a non salt-like material, appears to be relatively benign, but is more expensive and less
effective. It is a fertilizer, so just watch that grass grow alongside the road in spring!

The benefits of magnesium chloride are that it keeps transportation routes open. Examples abound
where use of magnesium chloride has kept traffic moving where previously there were delays, and traffic delays
cost money. A balance has to be made between the cost of delays, and deterioration of vehicles and
infrastructure.

By the way, deicers are not meant to melt all of the snow or ice. Rather, they are meant to penetrate to
the asphalt or concrete surface, and loosen its bond to the ice, so that the ice can then more easily be scraped off
mechanically. In other words, you still have to shovel it.
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Action at the BIG Little Science Centre
Fifth Invitational Science Day Camp

Left: Lukas adjusts the ballast on his helium balloon. The objective is to make the balloon float in air, neither
sinking nor rising.

Right: Each pair of students generated a small amount of hydrogen gas, and then tested it with an open flame. A
nice ’pop’ means the gas is hydrogen. Braedon and Jesse are testing their sample, as Gurnet and Kai look on
from a safe distance.

Campers observe the
ammonia fountain, one of
many demonstrations in the
chemistry show.
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Kai was so proud of his balancing achievement, he sought out the photographer to take a picture.

Courtney and Natasha try out the ‘walk in kaleidoscope’.
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The Parkcrest Group Visits Again
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The ‘Parkcrest Group’ visits us once a month. We always look forward to them coming. Our topic this month
was static electricity, but the students also visited the hands-on rooms, as the photographs show.
Left page top: Carson hams it up with a balloon he has electrically charged by rubbing on his hair, as Eric
looks on. Carson later bubbled with enthusiasm in the hands-on room.
Left page middle: Cameron has a hair-raising moment, watched by Alex, and Brady finds magnetism ‘handy’.
Left page bottom: Is this an overcrowded classroom? No, just our ‘walk-in kaleidoscope, with Tatjana, Carson
and Matt. Brennan is trying to create the perfect bubble.
Above: Tatjana balances a flock of birds. Allissa gets a new hairstyle.

OOhm Work

Ohm Sick Ohm-icide

Ohm on Time Back Ohm Ohm-mega

[If Volta had not later refined Galvani’s discovery…]
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BIG Little Science Centre

TRU Astronomy Display

Thompson Rivers University will offer a display on the theme of astronomy. Colin Taylor and Renée Taylor
will be the presenters.

BIG Little Science Centre Demonstrations
Two different demonstrations will be scheduled between Lon Mandrake’s shows, so there will be lots to see at
Open House.

Hands-on Rooms

There are some interesting new attractions in the hands-on rooms. Be sure to visit the new Walk in
Kaleidoscope. There is also a slide show featuring over 1500 of our favourite photographs taken between 2000
and 2008.

Open House is at the BIG Little Science Centre, which is at Bert Edwards Science and Technology School
on Windsor Avenue in Kamloops. Visitors are welcome between 11 AM and 4 PM.

Admission is by donation.

Returning to the

BIG Little Science Centre

Open House

Saturday, February 21, 2009

Lon Mandrake
Magician/’Mind Mystic’/Science

Teacher

Sponsored by Kamloops Thompson
Teachers’ Association (KTTA)


